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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we complete the proof of the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a$nitegroup with O(G) = 1. Let A be a standard 
component in G with A/Z(A) isomorphic to A, for some .n > 8 or to the Higman- 
Sims simple group or to a simple group of type F5 . Suppose that m,(C,(A)) = I. 
Suppose that one of the following conditions holds: 
(I) O(C,(t)) = I for all involutions, t, of G. 
(2) A c A, with n odd. If e is an involution of A with Oz(C,(e)) z A,-, , 
then O(C,(e)) = 1. If H is a proper section of G with F*(H) simple, then either 
H is a known group or O(C,(t)) = 1 for all involutions, t, of H. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
A C K,K, 4 G with K,/Z(K,) z A/Z(A) and Ki 4~ G. 
G GX S,-, . 
n = II andG= LyS. 
n = IOandGisoftypeAutF,. 
A z WS and G’ is of type F5 . 
n = 8 and G’ z MC. 
n = 8 and G s Aut His. 
n = 8 and G’ G SL(4,4). 
Here MC is McLaughlin’s simple group; LyS is the Lyons-Sims simple 
group; HIS is the Higman-Sims simple group; HPS is the unique perfect group 
with center Z, and central quotient His. A group of type F5 is a simple group G 
in which the centralizer of some involution has a center of order 2 and a subgroup 
of index 2 isomorphic to HPS. The character table and local structure of such 
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a group is determined by Harada in [16] and the existence of such a group 
has been established by S. Norton. The question of uniqueness is unsettled 
as of this writing. 
Some justification of our hypotheses is in order. It is not unlikely that both 
conditions 1 and 2 could be dropped completely and it is even more likely 
that a weak version of condition 2, applied whenever A z iI,, , would 
suffice. However, the principal justification for doing standard form problems 
is the assumption that the B-Conjecture will be verified. This in turn now 
seems to depend on the verification of the Unbalanced Group Conjecture. 
Lemma 3.7 of [27] verifies Condition 2 in a minimal counterexample to the 
Unbalanced Conjecture. Condition 1 of our Main Theorem holds trivially 
in any balanced group, G. Thus our Main Theorem together with [27, 
Lemma 3.71 has the following two corollaries which should be sufficient for 
the proof of the Unbalanced Group Conjecture and for the classification of 
(AC) where G is a finite group, A/Z(A) e A, for some n > 8 and A (14 H 
for some 2-local subgroup, H, of G. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the Unbalanced Group 
Theorem. Let t be an involution of G, J QU C,(t). Then J/Z*(]) & A, for any 
odd n > 9. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a jinite balanced group with F*(G) simple. Suppose 
that t is an involution of G and A 4 (1 C,(t) with A/Z(A) isomorphic to a group 
in the set 
G;! = (A, , n > 8; HIS; MC; LyS; SL(4, ,I,), m 3 1; a group of type F5}. 
Then F*(G) is isomorphic to a group in the set oil 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the main theorem of this paper 
together with [26, Theorem 1.11 and the main theorems of [5], [24] and [29]. 
We refer the reader to [ 10, 281 for other definitions and notation. A reference 
to (1i.j) will refer to Theorem i.j of [28]. 
For the remainder of the paper we will assume that the Main Theorem 
is false and G will be a minimal counterexample. A will be a fixed standard 
component in G with A/Z(A) z A, for some n > 8 or A/Z(A) s HIS or A 
of type F5 . N will denote N,(A). The F5 case fits naturally into the context of 
our treatment of sporadic components in [29] and is completely settled there. 
By that result, together with 11.1 and [14, Theorem 1.21, we have the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (1) Z(G) = 1; G’ is simple; 1 G : G’ j -< 2. 
(2) Either A z A,z with 8 < n < 11 or A/Z(A) s HIS. 
(3) If A s A, , then N/O(N) is isomorphic to either Z, x A,, or Z2 x S,, . 
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We fix SE Syl,(N) and t EQ~(C.JA))#. We set R = S n A and fix .a E 
Z(R) - Z(A). We set fl= N/Co(A). If A g A,, we regard fl as acting 
naturally on Q = (1, 2,..., rz>. If XC N we let F,(X) be the subset of Q fixed 
pointwise by X’ and we let MD(X) = J2 -F&X). 
2. SOME FUSION ARGUMENTS 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that A/Z(A) G His. Then one of the following holds: 
(I) Z(A) # 1; C,(A) = (f ) with f” = t. There exists y E I(N) with 
{y, yt} _C tG, f r = f -I. Also t - tz in N,(S). 
(2) Z(A) = I ; C,(A) = (t); t - tz in NC(S). 
Proof. Suppose that f E C,(A) with f 2n = t. Then by [6, Theorem I], 
there is a conjugate fi off in N with (f;) a tightly embedded subgroup of 77 
of order 2”+l. By inspection in Aut His, we have n < 1 and if n = 1, then 
fi” w,c X. Thus tG n {z, tz} # O. By fact (N) in [16], if A s His, then S 
contains 16 square roots of t and 32 square roots of z. Thus t & z and 
t ~,v,(~) tz in this case. As z E C,(z) cm), t & z in the case A g HiS either. 
Thus t -NC(S) tz in all cases. Suppose that t 6 A. We may assume thatf,a = a. 
Let x E A with fo” E (t)f;*. Then 
tz = [ffo,xl = [fo,~lEA. 
Thus t E Z(A). By the structure of HPS we may pick x E S n (tz)A with fiz = f;‘. 
Then if g E NG(S) with (tz>” = z, we have .@ E S n .zc with fxQ = f -l. 
If Z(A) = C,(A), then G is of type F5 . So it remains to show that in Case 2, 
t - tz. We suppose not. Then SE SyI,(G). Let u E (t” n S - {t}) with / C,(U)/ 
maximal. By up-and-down fusion [I], we may assume that u N t by a 2-element 
in No(&) where SO = C,(U). By inspection Z(S,) = (t, u, z). Let S,, _C 
T,, E Syl,(G) with t E uTo. As there exists x E NT,(&) with x2 E SO and ZP = t, 
we have (tu, z) = Z(T,) C TO’. But SE Syl,(G) and t E Z(S) - S’, a con- 
tradiction. Thus tG n S = (t), whence t E Z(G) by the Z*-Theorem [8], a 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.2. S $ Syl,(G). Either t - tz or fl g S, for some n E {IO, 111. 
Proof. If NE A, and t + tz, then SE Syl,(G) and tG n R = 0. Thus 
R E SyI,(G’) and we contradict [I l] or [21]. 
Suppose lv g S, for some n E (8, 92. Again, S E Syl,(G) if and only if t + tz. 
Suppose S E SyI,(G) and t w e E S with j M*(e)/ E (2, 6). Then if <v) = Cs(e)‘, 
j Ma( = 8 - j Mo(e)l. By up-and-down fusion [I], t N e by a 2-element 
of Nc(Cs(e)). Thus (te, a> C S,’ n Z(S,) for some S, E Syl,(N,((t, e))). In 
particular, tc n {te, tew} = I?(. So tG n (te, R) = D. Thus G’ has a Sylow 
2-subgroup of type A, or A,, , contradicting [Ill or [21]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that mr S, for some n E (10, 1 l}. Then G has a 
standard component, K, with K/Z(K) g HIS. 
Proof. Let e, E I(S) with M,(ei) = {i, i + l}. Let C = C,(e,), L = 
L(C,(e,)), K = (LL(Q). By induction and 12.3, one of the following holds: 
(1) K g SL(4,4). 
(2) K/Z(K) s HIS. 
(3) K = Kl x Klf with Kl EL. 
(4) K/O(K) s A,. 
(5) K = O(K)L. 
In Case 1, A z A,, and G is balanced by hypothesis. But then G’ E 
SL(4,4”) for some m > 2 by Seitz [24], a contradiction. In Case 2, K is standard 
in G by induction. 
Suppose Case 3 holds. Let x E C,(e,) with 1 Mo(x)i = 3. AS CK(x)’ s 
A,-, x A,-, and C,,,(x) = O(N)(t) x (x) x J(e,) with J z A,-, , we have, 
using 12.3, 
where /r s A,-, and CJ1(e,) = C&(X). Now if E is a 4-subgroup of Cx,t(x), 
then (K, , Jr} is contained in Mr = (Kt(CG(E))). Again, one of the above 
five cases must hold for Ml . As C,,Jx) involves A,-, , only Case 4 is possible. 
But then by induction, Mr is a standard subgroup of G centralized by E, a 
contradiction. 
lVow suppose that K = O(K)L and also (Lc(‘“l)) = O((LC(tel)))L. Then, 
in particular, e, + t + te, . So t E Z*(C). Let J = j(S) s E4 x D, x D, . 
As every N-class of involutions of S meets Z(J), t $ Z(N,(J)). If S 6 Syl,(G), 
then N(J)/JC(j) s Z, . If p E N(J) - C(J) with p3 E C(J), then p normalizes 
Z(S) = (t, e, , 2). So erp = {er , te, , yz}. Then e, N te, in C(t), a contradiction. 
Thus S $ Syl,(G). As t + e, + te, + t, there exists n E N(J) with n2 E S, 
n $ S and tn = tz, er9’ = erzz. But then n E C(te,), a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that Case 4 holds for e, . Then {tl , tel) -{e, , e,e,) 
in C. As e,e, E C(e,e,)‘, t N es N e, and te, N e,e, . By inspection in C(e,), 
we find S, x Jr with S, g S, , Jr g S,-, , te, E O,(S,), t E S, - O,(S,). 
Let Kl = (LC@“l) ). By the previous arguments, we may assume that either 
Case 4 or Case 5 holds. As t + te, , Kl = O(K,)L. Let D, = Cs,(te,). As 
D, _C C(eJ for 3 < i < n - 1, D, x L(e,) C C(te,). As te, N erea , it follows 
easily that C(te,) = O(C(te,))(D, x L(e,)). Let S _C T E Syl,(C(te,)), J1 = 
T(T) z D, x D, x D, . As te, N e3e5 N e,e9 and T E Syl,(C(te,)), 
Thus T E SyI,(G). By inspection in N and C(e,), T contains a subgroup T, 
of index 2 all of whose involutions are G-conjugate into Z(h). Thus tc n T,, = o 
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and G = G’(t). Again, by inspection, G’ has a Sylow 2-subgroup of type A,, . 
Thus by [25], G’ E A,, or A,, , a contradiction. 
We summarize the results of Section 2 in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. One of the following holds: 
(I ) m is isomorphic to one of A, , A, , S, , S, , A,, OY A,, . Also t - tz 
in No(S). 
(2) G has a standard component K with K/Z(K) g His. We may assume 
that A = K and either 
[a) Z(A) = 1; Co(A) = (t); t N tz in No(S). 
(b) Z(A) = (t); C,(A) = (f) with f” = t. There exists y EL(N) 
with (y, yt} _C tG and f I = f-l. AZso t N tz in No(S). 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We collect here certain results which we will need in the following sections. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let T be a 2-group with t E T having CT(t) s E,,+l and 
(T E CA&t) qf order 2” - I. Then (t) has a normal complement TI = [T, o] 
and TI is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(9 J% , 
(ii) Z$‘, a homocyclic group of rank n and exponent 2”‘, 
(iii) a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(3, 2”), 
(iv) a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSU(3,2”). 
Moreover, if Aut T contains GL(3, 2), then either case i 07 case ii holds. 
Proof. With the exception of the final sentence, this is Theorem A of 
Landrock and Solomon [20]. Suppose that T, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(3,2”) 
or PSU(3,2n) and Aut TI contains GL(3,2). Let H = TI . L withL E GL(3,2). 
Let T,, be a 2-subgroup of H containing TI with T,/T, s E4. Then T,, has 
class 3 and admits a fixed-point free element of order 3, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a finite simple group having a subgroup, H, with 
H = No(02(H)), Co(O,(H)) = O,(H) x O(H) and f7 = H/O(H) isomorphic to 
a splitting extension of Z$? by GL(3, 2). Then the following hold: 
(a) (Alperin [2]) The isomorphism type of H is uniquely determined. 
(b) (O’Nan [23]) n < 2. 
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(c) (Gorenstein and Harris [13]) Zfn = 2, then G g HIS. 
(d) (Harada [ 151, Gorenstein and Harada [ 121) Zf n = 1, then G is iso- 
moyphic to A, , A, , 4, , A,, , M2, , Ma, , oy LyS. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a$nite group with O(G) = I. Suppose that t EZ(G) 
with C,(t) g 2, x L,(2). Then G is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(4 Z2 x 3X2). 
(b) G3(2) ? Z, . 
(c) An extension of PSL(3,4) OY PGL(3, 4) by a field automorphism. 
Proof. By [15], G has sectional 2-rank at most 4. One may then check 
the list in [12]. 
THEOREM 3.4 (McBride [22]). Let G b e a f&ite simple group with a Sylow 
2-subgroup isomorphic to that of SL(4,4). Then G s SL(4,4). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be afinitegroup with t EZ(G) and C,(t) = 0(&(t)) x 
(t) x R with R s Z, OY R g A, . Let S E Syl,(G). Then one of the following 
holds : 
(1) S is dihedral or semidihedral. 
(4 S cz Ea 1 Z, . 
(3) S = So(t) with S, = (a) x (b) and both (a, t) and (b, t) isomorphic 
either to D2,,+’ OY to SDzn+, for some II > 1. 
(4) S = So(t) with S,, isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of either L,(4) 
OY LF.&4). 
Proof. If R g Z, , it is well known that Case 1 holds. Likewise if t E Z(S), 
the result is trivial. Thus we may assume that R s A, and 1 tNGtE) j = 4, 
where E = (t) x R’. Applying Theorem 3.1, we find that a Sylow 2-subgroup 
T of N,(E) is isomorphic either to E4 t Z, or to (Z, x Z,) . Z, . We let To 
be the maximal abelian subgroup of T. In the first case, 
tc n T C T,t = tr. 
Thus S = T and Case 2 holds. In the second case, either S = T and Case 3 
holds or T $ Syl,(No(T,)). We apply Th eorem 3.1 to an R-invariant Sylow 
2-subgroup of Nc(T,,), TI , to get TI = T,(t) with T, isomorphic to Zs x Zs 
or to a Sylow 2-subgroup of either L,(4) or U,(4). In the latter two cases, 
tG n TI C T,t = tT’. 
Thus TI = S and Case 4 holds. Finally, in the first case, we repeat our previous 
argument with T, in place of T,, . After a finite number of steps we reach 
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T an+r = Tz,(t) with Te, z Zan+2 x Za,+, and T2n+l = Ns(T,,). Then 
Tzn+l = S and Case 3 holds. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = 1 having a standard 
component A isomorphic to A, or A, . Suppose that G contains a 2-local subgroup, 
H = No(E), with E g EB4 and K = Kc”) g EM * A, involved in H. Then 
G’ = Sp(4,4). 
Proof. This is a consequence of the main theorem of [3, 17, 181. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let G be a finite group with O(G) = 1 satisfring the B- 
Conjecture. Suppose that G has a standard component isomorphic to Sp(4, 4), and 
a standard component isomorphic to SL(4,2). Then G g Aut SL(4,4). 
Proof. This is a consequence of the main theorem of [9]. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G be a finite group with O,,,,(G) = I having a standard 
component A with mz (Co(A)) > I. 
(a) (Aschbacher [3]) If A s A, for some n > 6, then G z An+4 and 
C,(A) z 4 . 
(b) (Aschbacher and Seitz [5]) A + His. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a jkzite group with Z*(G) = 1. Let t E I(G). 
(1) If Cc(t) s 22 x s, , then one of the following holds: 
(a) E(G) s 4, x 4, 
(b) G’ G L,(25), L,(5) 0~ U,(5), 
(4 G s s, , 
(4 G LX M,, , 
(e) G” g L,(4). 
(2) If Co(t) = (t, v) x A(u) = Co(v) = Co(tv) with v2 = 1 and 
A(u) G S, , then either (tv) 4 G OY G g A, x S, . 
Proof. Case 2 is easily derived from [15, Theorem 41. In Case 1, by [15, 
Theorem 21, G has sectional 2-rank at most 4 and the result follows by inspection 
of the groups listed in [12]. 
THEOREM 3.10 (Higman [19, Theorem 8.21). Let G be a finite group with 
a normal 2-subgroup Q such that G/Q is isomorphic to PSL(2,2”), n 2 2, and 
suppose that an element of G acts fixed point free on Q. Then Q is elementary 
abelian and is the direct product of minimal normal subgroups of G, each of order 2212. 
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THEOREM 3.11 (Harris [I 71). Let G be (I fkite group with O(G) = 1 in 
which C,(t) g 2, x Am A, f or some t EI(G). Let L = C,(t)‘. Then (LG) 
is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
(ii) A, x A, , 
(iii) U,(3), 
(iv) His. 
If G admits an automorphism y of order 3 with C,(y)/O(C,(y)) z S, , then 
(LG> g HIS. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let G be a finite group with Z*(G) = 1 having a Sylow 
z-subgroup isomorphic to D, t Z, and an involution whose centralizer is isomorphic 
to D, x S, . Then either G z S, or E(G) s A, x A, . 
Proof. This may be extracted like a minute splinter from [12]. 
4. THE CASE A g A, 
In this section we assume that Case 1 of Proposition 2.4 holds and regard m 
as acting on Q = {I, 2,..., n}. We assume that R = S n A contains subgroups 
E and B with 
E = <( 12)(34)(56)(78), (13)(24)(57)(68), (15)(26)(37)(48)) C N, 
B = ((12)(34), (13)(24), (56)(78), (57)(68)) C i?? 
If m is not isomorphic to As or A,, we define the elements ei of order 2 
in N with 
Zi = (i, i + I) E N if fV,SsorS, 
-5% = (i,i+ 1)(9, lO)Em if mr A,,orA,,. 
IfN*AsorA,,wesetF=(e,,e,,e,, er) and assume that F C S. We let 
<a> = Z(R) with z = (12)(34)(56)(78). 
LEMMA 4.1. t - tz in N,((B, z)). 
Proof. Let J = J(S). Then t - tz in No(J). So we may assume that 
J z Z, x D, x D, and there exists n E No(J) with tn = tz, e,” E B. Now 
$Yc((t, z, er)) has a normal subgroup isomorphic to A, but C,((t, z, e,“)) 
is 2-nilpotent, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that w E A, or A, . Then 
N,((B, t)): N,(B) n C,(t)1 = 16. 
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Proof. If not, then ) P”((~*~)) j = 10. If N(<B, t)) has an orbit of length 6 
on <B, t)#, then 
But then 
N((B, t?)IC((B, 9) cz -4, . 
I N(S) n N((B, t)): SC(S)1 = 6, 
whereas ( t”(S) ) = 2 and i N(S) n C(t) : C(S)1 = 2’, a contradiction. So 
N((B, t)) has orbits of length 9, 10, and 12 on (B, 1)“. As N((B, t))/C((B, t}) 
has a subgroup of order 23 . 5, it has a normal Sylow 5-subgroup. But 
N((B, t))/C((B, t)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S, and a Sylow 5-normalizer 
in S, has order 25 * 3 . 5, a contradiction. 
We set Ni = N,((B, t)), xi = N,/C((B, t)). 
LEMMA 4.3. If mr A, or A,, then O,.,(Nl) z A, x A, and O,(N,) = 
CN1(B) is a normal complement to CN,(t) in m. 
Proof. O,(flJ centralizes (tRl) = (B, t). So O&El) = I. Now O,(Nl)( < 
16 and 0,(x1) faithfully admits a Sylow 3-subgroup of N1 . Thus 0,(x1) e El6 
and Oaq,(ml) g A, x A,. As O,(C,(t)) = I, O,(W) complements CR (t) 
in Ni. As z is central in a Sylow 2-subgroup of N1 , O,(flJ centralhes 
(z’l) = B. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let E,, = E n B and let e E E - EO. Then N,(E) n -IV,(B) > 
E,(t) x (e) with E, = C,$t) and either El g E,, OY El z Z, x 2, . 
Proof. Let Ni = N,/O(N,). If X is a Sylow 3-subgroup of iii1 , then 
P&), =‘I = 8 . is an abelian normal complement to (t) in O,(NJ. Clearly 
Cs(e) = E,, and / Co,,(e): = 4. As e B = I(Be), / C,(e)] = 16. Now [Co(e), t] = 
E, . Let Y E C ,((t, e)), Y of order 3. As Y is fixed point free on Co(e), Co(e) 
is isomorphic either to El6 or to 2, x 2, . Thus the lemma holds with E, = 
G(e). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let N,, = N,((E, t)), N,, = N,,/O(N,). Then n, is isomorphic 
either to 2i3) . (Z, x L,(2)) or to EB4 . (Z, x L,(2)). 
Proof. Cc(t) n N,(E) = O(C,(t)) x (t) x E *L, with L g L,(2). Suppose 
that (t, El> is an El6 with 
G(t) n WAEJ = G(t) n WE). 
Then we may take El to be a self-centralizing E8 in A. Then either El wN E 
or Nr A, or A,. In the former case we have t N tz in N,((E, t}). In the 
latter case, Lemma 4.4 implies t - tz in N,((E, t)). Now the lemma follows 
from Theorem 3. I. 
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LEMMA 4.6. no z Es4 * (Z, x L,(2)). 
Pvoof Suppose that m,, e Za) * (Z, x L,(2)). Let g = 02(02(N0)) and 
let Q be an S-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of the co-image of Q in G. N,(Q) 
covers W, . As d E C,(E), either QS is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG.(Q) or (Q, t) 
is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(E). In the former case, Q is characteristic 
in QS. So QS E Syl,(G). In the latter case, we see by Theorem 3.1 that 
is isomorphic to Zi”’ . (Z, x L,(2)). Repeating the previous argument, we 
finally obtain 
N,(E)/O(N,(E)) z z;“n’ . (z, X L,(2)). 
Let Q’l be an S-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of 0,,,,(02(N,(E))). Then Q” 
is characteristic in SQ”. So SQ” E Syl,(G) for some n 3 2. Also tG n N,(E)’ = 
E. So 1 $ G’. Then IV,-(E)/O(N,jE)) is a splitting extension of Z$? by L,(2) 
for some n > 2 and ! G’ : N,,(E)1 is odd. Thus by Theorem 3.2, G’ z HIS, 
a contradiction. 
For the remainder of this section Q denotes an S-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of O,,,,(O”(N,((E, t)))). Then Q ES Eo4 and C,(Q) = Q x O(N,(Q)). We set 
H = N,(Q), A = H{O(H)Q. Then, since tQ = I(Qt), C,(t) = (t) x e. 
L acts completely reducibly on Q and all irreducible L-submodules of Q are 
isomorphic to E. 
LEMMA 4.7. R is isomorphic either to SL(3,4) * Z, or to GL(3,4) . Z, or to 
L,(2) ? z, . 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 and 12.3 either E(a) g L,(2) x L,(2) or E(iflO(a)) z 
L,(2) or L,(4). As i7 is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(6,2), E(a) is isomorphic 
to L,(2), SL(3,4), or L,(2) x L,(2). Th e 1 emma follows easily once we show 
that R $ Z, x L,(2). We suppose that R s Z, x L,(2). 
Suppose first that ( H I2 = / G I2 = 2 lo. If m is isomorphic to A, or A,, 
then by Lemma 4.2, j G I2 3 211. Thus 1 CH(t)j2 < ) Cc(t)12. So t has an 
extremal G-conjugate t* in H with 1 CH(tg)j2 = 2s. As 1 C,(tg)j < 24 and 
1 CH,Q(tg)!2 < z4, we must have tqc H’ and CR(t*) = CH(tq). But, then 
t’~ E CE(~Q)’ and tq E CH(t4)‘, a contradiction. 
Thus , H I2 # I G 12. Let T = QS E Syl,(H), y E N&T) - T with y2 E T. 
Then p # Q. It follows that / C,,(t)/ = 24. Thus ( C,(tu)[ = 24. So tue H’. 
Let u E I(Qt”) such that there exists w E QS with zu2 = u. Then 
I(Qt”) = UQ u (uf)Q u (uf”)Q u (z#)Q, 
where F is an HI-invariant E8 with Q = F x Ft, f E C,(u) and uf $ uQ. We 
may assume that w E S. Then t + u and t + uff”. So we may assume that 
tf’ = U$ Let fi E F with fi” = fif. Then (zfJ2 = uf, a contradiction. 
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LEMMA 4.8. W g L,(2) 2 2, . 
Proof. Suppose that E(a) s X(3,4). As C,(Z(E(li))) = 1, the extension 
of Q by R is split. Suppose first that ms A, or A, . Then S E Syl,(C(t)). 
By the exact sequence of non-abelian cohomology [6, Proposition 3.31 applied to 
we have that if To = QS n H’, then I(T,t) = tTo. So T,(t) E Syl,(G). Now 
tG n To = 0. So t 6 G’. Thus G’ has a Sylow 2-subgroup of type SL(4,4). 
But then G’ s SL(4,4) by Theorem 3.4, a contradiction. 
Thus 1 H 1s < 1 G 1s and S g H. Let T be an S-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of H containing (S n H)Q. Let J = J(T) g E,s. Then NH(J)/CH(J) contains 
a subgroup isomorphic to (A5 x A4) * 2,. Let x(J) = N&)/Cc(J). AS 
WdJWH(J)) is not S-invariant and C&f)/o,-~;i~(t)) g 2, x D, we find 
that N(J) I (L, x L&f, jj> where e, E A, , 1s = Eil’, L, is fixed point free 
on J, El(t) e S, and y E S with y2 = 1. We may choose y so that for all 
Yl~VYh 
and I( Tty) C (ty)G and 
CN(J)(ty)IO(CN(J)(tY)) 2 C.&t) - C&4’ = % * 4 . 
We may assume that 1 M&)1 = 2 or n E (10, ll} and / M,(y)/ = 4. Let 
A, = L(C,(y)) ~YX A, or A,. Then &((A,, t)) = 0(&(t)) x (t) x R, with 
R, g 2, or A, . In either case, by Theorem 3.5, C,((A, , y))‘“) does not 
involve EGd * A, . It follows that CN&)(~) C (AfGtY’). Then by Theorem 3.6, 
<A pcy)) r sp(4,4). AS cc&G(Y))(t) e s, , mr s8 . Thus tG n {‘/, tr} = @. 
So (r> E Syl,(Co((A~““))). Thus (AptY)) is a standard component of G, 
whence G’ g SL(4, 4) by Theorem 3.7, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.9. H/O(H) gz (EB -L,(2)) ,? 2, . O(H) n Hfm) = 1. 
Proof. Write f7’ = ~?i x Lit with & s L,(2). Let El = Co(Lit). Then 
Q = El x E,t with E,t = Co(&). Consider Q&/E, = Kl . If Kj”’ gg SL(2, 7), 
then ~?it centralizes Z(Ki”‘) Z Elt, a contradiction. So Kl gg L,(2) x Es . So 
(Q&)@) z E, . L,(2) a (H/O(H))‘. Thus 
(H/O(H))’ g E8 . L,(2) x Es . L,(2). 
By 12.3, 
02(H) z O(H) x EB -L,(2) x E, . L,(2). 
SO O(H) n Hfm) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.10. R$ L,(2) z 2,. 
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Proof. Suppose R z L,(2) \ 2, . Set Htm) = K1 x K,t with Kl E E8 * L,(2). 
Set E1 = O,(K,). We can find Fl C Kl , Fl s E8 with F = CFIXFll(t) a S n A 
and N,(F) g Es *L,(2) but F # E. Set 
Ho = K, x Kot = L’V~(F~F~~)(~). 
As Ho contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of Htm), we may assume that El C K, . 
Thus E,t $ O,,,,(C,(E,)). Set C = C,(EJE, x O(C,(E,)). Then Ei” is a 
self-centralizing E8 in C with iVc(Eit) z E, *L,(2). Thus O”(C) g A, , A, , 
A,, , A,, , M,, , M2,, or LyS by Theorem 3.2(d). Then 02(N,(El)/O(N,(El))) 
is isomorphic to Kl x O”(C). AS [O(N,(E,)), Kl X KJ = 1, Nc(El)(m) = 
Kl x c,(E,)(~) with C~(E1)(~) simple. As Fl C Kl and Nc(Fl)(m) z iV,(E,)(“), 
we have 
N,(F,)‘“) = K,, x Cc(El)(m). 
It follows that G 2 Ml x Mz with Ml E M, , n/r, simple and 
M, x Mz = (NG(E, x Elt)(m), N,(F, x Fit)(m)). 
Thus Ml x M, is (t)-invariant. It follows that Mi g A, . Suppose that 
w EI(C(M~)). Then w E N(M,), since n/r, = C(M2)(m). Let V, be a 4-subgroup 
of CM1(w) with I’ = CV,,V1 t(t) and ) M,(V)] = 4. Let M2(w) = ((h’2)L(cG(w))>. 
Then Ma(w) = O(M,(w))M, and, by hypothesis, if w E V#, then 
From this we see first that L(CM2(,~(v)) is independent of the choice of z, E V# 
and then that 
Thus M2(w) = O(M,(w)) CMa(w~(O(M~(~))). Then, as Ma(w) is perfect, 
M,(w) = M, . So M2 is a standard component in G isomorphic to A,, with 
m,(C,(M,)) > 4, contradicting Theorem 3.8. 
5. THE CASE A g HIS 
Throughout this section G is a minimal counterexample to our main theorem 
having a standard component A s HIS with (t) = C,(A), t EI(G), S E 
~Y~,(~,(A)), (z> = -W n 4, and t N tz in N&S). Let N = N,(A). We 
assume also that G has no standard component isomorphic to HPS. Recall 
that now by hypothesis G is a balanced group. 
LEMMA 5.1. t $ W(S). 
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PYOO~. Suppose that t E a(S). Then N has a unique class of 2-groups, 
EN, with E g 2, x El6 and N,(E)/E z Ss by property (P) of HIS listed in [15]. 
Then t - tz in N,(E). But (t) = W(E), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.2. N = (t) x A. 
Proof. We assume that N = (t) x A(v) with va = 1 and 1 # v E S and 
C,J(t, v)) = (t, v) x L(u) with L e A, , L(u) s Ss , ua = 1. We note that 
v “s vx. 
Suppose first that L g C,(v). Denote by L(w) the product of all normal 
subgroups of C,(w) isomorphic to A,. Clearly, L = L(v). Suppose that 
Kg C,(Z) with K e A, . Th en CA(x)’ centralizes K. But then K x L 4 C,(v) 
and CK(t) = (t), which is impossible. Thus 
A = (L(w) I w E (v, Q+> 
for any Z, E a+. Thus N,((v, zi)) _C N,(A) for all a1 E &. Then, by a Frattini 
argument, C,(v) _C N,(A). But v E Cc(b) g Cc(t) and 
G(<V> t.+) $ G(<t, z>), 
a contradiction. 
Thus by induction and our hypotheses and Seitz’s theorem [23], one of the 
following holds: 
(1) G(v) s 22 x &I, 
(2) C,(v) g 2, x Aut HIS, 
(3) M = (L c~(v)) gg A, x A, . 
Suppose that one of the first two cases holds. Let Y E &((t, v)) of order 5. 
Then 
Then, by inspection of the groups listed in Theorem 3.9, t -v in C,(Y). If 
t N v in Co(<v, I)), then by induction and our hypotheses, La &(tv). But 
now the preceding argument with tv replacing v yields a contradiction. Thus 
t-v - tv in N,(L) and C,(Y)/~(C,(Y)) s M,, . In particular, t - tu for 
u EI(A), CA(u)’ s A, . If y E CJ(u, v)) of order 3, then 
G(<4Y>) = (Y) x (4 v> x -Mu) 
with L, e A, . As t - v - tv, O(C,(y))(t, v) a C,(y) or C,(y)/O(C&)) = 
G x &(u) with &, s A,, by Theorem 3.9(b). In any case, this contradicts 
t - tu. 
Thus M = Ml x n/r, with Mi e A,, Mlt = M, . Let u E C,(v) n A with 
C,(U) = (u> x CM(<t, u>)<u,>, C&O, 6) z & , u12 = 1. Let zl E CMl(4 
with ~~.a,~ = Z. Now 
(L(C,(U))cG(U) > = CM,W x c,w. 
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We may assume that [a1 , UJ = 1. Then by induction, (Mu) z HIS. 
But then (Met”‘) is a standard component of G isomorphic to HiS and 
centralized by 02(CM1(z1)), contrary to Theorem 3.8(b). 
LEMMA 5.3. N # (t} x A. 
PYOO~. Suppose that N = (t) x A. There is a unique class EA with E z El, , 
N,(E)/E G S, . Thus taking E _C S, we have t - tE in N,((t, E)). Thus 
/ N,;((t, E)): C,(t) A N,(E)1 = 16. By Theorem 3.10,F = 02(02(NG((t, E)))) s 
J% x E,, . It is immediate that all irreducible N,(E)/E-submodules of F are 
isomorphic to E. Let y E N,(E) with y3 = 1 and C,(y) E E4 x E4. We may 
assume that (u, a> C C,(y). As C,(y) z Za X Z2 X S5 , C&)/O(C&J)) 
either is isomorphic to AutLa(4) or L,(4) * Ed or has a normal subgroup iso- 
morphic to A, x A, . In the former case, let u1 E (u, tu} with C,((u, , y))(“)/ 
O(C,((u, , y))‘“)) z L,(2). Let C = CG(zQm). As C,(U,) z 2, x 2, x Aut A, , 
C/Z(C) is isomorphic to A, , A, x A, , U,(3) or HiS by Theorem 3.11. None 
of these groups admits an automorphism of order 3 whose centralizer involves 
L,(2). Thus, using 12.3, 
(1) F*(C,(y)) = O(C,(y)) x K1 x K,t with K1 z A,. 
(2) O(C,(y))/<y) is abelian, inverted by (t}. 
(3) C,(y)/F*(C,(y)) either is (t, U) or is isomorphic to D, with center 
(Q- 
Let L = C,(U)(“). As C,,,(u) g Z, x Za x Aut A, and C,((u, y)) is solvable 
and contains Xr 2 (t} with X, g S, and X, x Xrt n Cr;(u)’ # 1, we have 
L/Z(L) isomorphic either to A, x A, or to U4(3). Suppose that L/Z(L) s U,(3). 
Let Q = C,(<u,L)), C = C,(U)/&. Now / Cc(y)l, is either 23 or 24. Thus by 
inspection of a list of conjugacy classes and centralizers for Aut U,(3), 
j Cc(y)13 = 3j. As y is not a central 3-element in C, (y) is not characteristic 
in O,(C,((u, y>)). Thus by (1) and (2) b a ove, a Sylow 3-subgroup of C,((u, y)) 
is isomorphic either to Es5 or to Z, x E+ . But U,(3) does not have such a 
subgroup, a contradiction. Thus 
(4) E(C,(u)) = L, x Lit with L, G A4,. 
Either F(C,(u)) = (u) or F(C,(u)) = (u, z+> with urt = uul , according as 
C,(y)/F*(C,(y)) is isomorphic to Ed or D, . We may assume that X E Syl&) 
with y E X x Xt, X inverted by z and if ur exists, (X, ur} C C,(Klt). Let 
M = ((Llt)‘o) where i=?,, = NG((X, uJ)/(X, ur). Then C,,,(U) s Z, x Aut A, 
and C,,,(y)/O(C,(y)) z S, . If follows from Theorem 3.11 that M/O(M) G 
His. Now M = (L(C&@)) j m E M) and NLI(X) _C C,(M). It follows by 
induction that M s HiS is a standard component in G and ! CG(M)i2 > 8, 
contradicting Theorem 3.8. 
481/47/I-12 
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6. THE CASE A g HPS 
In this section we complete the proof of the main theorem by analyzing 
the case where A E HPS, C,(A) = (f) withf2 = t E Z(A) and N = No(A) = 
((f) o A)(y) with f g = f -l and (y, yt} C tG. S has a unique subgroup E 
with EN 2i4’, C,(E) = E. As t - tz, we have t - tz in No(E). - 
LEMMA 6.1, Let S _C T E Syl,(N,(E)). Then T E Syl,(G). F = (tit, 1 ti E 
tNG(E)) e E, . Co((t, F)) = E<y>. C,(F)/E z El6 and tcotF) = tF. 
Proof. Let v E N,(E) n A of order 7 and let F = [Ql(E), v]. ClearlyF z E8 
and as t - tz + z, F = (t,t, j ti E tNGtE)) a No(E). As Co(F)/E has order 16 
and admits L,(2), Co(F)/E g El6 . Clearly tCGfF) = tF. Then Co((t, F)) = 
E(y). If x E I(T) with / T : C,(x)1 < 4, then C,(x) 3 Ql(E). Thus x E E. ’ 
Now let w E N,(T). As Fw Q T, the above shows F” = F and Ew _C C,(F). 
As C,(F)/E is elementary, Ql(Ew) = (t, F) and Ew _C &((t, F)) = E(y). 
As 1 C,,,,(yr)j = 25 for all yr E Ey, Ew = E. Thus w E T. So T = No(T) and, 
in particular, T E Syl,(G). 
The next lemma is inspired by [4, Lemma 6.61. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let T be a 2-group and A a T-invariant collection of cyclic 
subgroups of T of order 4 such that 
(1) IfAEAandBEA-{A), thenAnB=l. 
(2) If A E A and a EI(A), then N,(A) = C,(a). 
Then (A) is abelian. 
Proof. We assume that T is a minimal counterexample and that A, B E A’ 
with [A, B] # 1. Let X = (As). As X < S, Xis abelian. Similarly, Y = <Bs> 
is abelian. Let A = (cy), B = (/3), a = m2, b = fi”. 
Now [a, ,8] E Y Z C(p). So 
Then aB = (a”)” = ~9. Also aas = (,-rcPJa E C(p). Then, as &s = aab, 
Thus b E C,(a) = N,(A). 
If a E [A, b], then a E Y. So a E C,(B) and B _C N,(A). Then b E C,(A). 
So ACNs(B) and [A,B]CAnB= 1. If [A,b] = I, then ACNs(B) and 
again [A, B] = 1. 
Henceforth we shall apply Lemma 6.2 with T E Syl,(G) as above and A = 
{(f”) _C T}. An immediate corollary is the following. 
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COROLLARY 6.3. (f G n Nlj = <fNl> C .K where Nl = %fi). 
LEMMA 6.4. tG n N = (t} u (t~)~ U yN where C,(y) s 2, x Z, x S, . 
Proof. Let r E C,,,(y) of order 3 with 
CG(3, t>) = <J-Y> x <r> x L 
with L s S, , z EL. As t Y tz and N has only one class of 3-elements t N tz 
in C,(r). Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(r) is isomorphic to Da) 2,. Then 
if C = CG(r)/O(CG(r)), either E(C) g A, x A, or C s S, , by Theorem 3.12. 
In either case, replacing y byfy if necessary, we have t my in C,(Y). In neither 
case does t - fy in C,(r). So t + fy in G. 
Let yr E CG((r, tj) with 
Then y1 myz or yr -fyz in N. Again, by inspection, t +yl in CG(r). So 
t +yl in G. 
If ZI E tG 17 C,( f ), then by the argument in Lemma 6.2, z, E tF C {t> u (t~)~. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.5. T contains a normal subgroup U of order 211 with the folIowing 
properties: 
(I) 77’ = (t,F) = Q(U); Z(U) = F. 
(2) If D is a complement to (t,y, F) in C,,.,,(y), then Y = (f > x D 
is a supplement to U in T with U n Y = (t). 
(3) Set T = T/U. Every element of ii3 acts freely on U/@(U) x ( y j. 
Proof. Let Nr = N,(E). Let 
Then fG A N1 CfE, . Let fll = NJE, . Then O,(nr) has order 25 and 
02G%Y< 3 > LX 4s . As Aut O,(Nr) involves L,(2), 02(m1) is abelian. Let 
w E A n Nr of order 7. If fg W(O,(~r)), then Co,(N,r(w) = (Jr) with jr2 = J- 
As CE1(w) = t, t E @‘(Cc(~)). This is not the case. Thus O,(nJ is elementary 
abelian. 
Let Ut, = [O,(N,), w] = El and let Da = U,/(t, F). As o,, admits (W) x (f) 
with Coo(f) = i?, us is either elementary or homocyclic of exponent 4 by 
*Theorem 3.1. In either case, the centralizer of N,/O,(N,) in Aut o,, is isomorphic 
to 2, . Thus either y orfjj centralizes o,, . 
As t +fyt, GG(fY),(fY)(t) z z2 x %. If t - tz in G(fy), then fy - 
fyt -fytz N t, a contradiction. Thus either Co(fy) g E4 x S, or C,(fy) G 
z* x SlS. In either case , : c,(fy)lz = 2’. Thus 1 C,Vl,(t,F)(fy<t, F))j, < 2’. 
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So fg does not centralize o0 . Now it is clear by comparison with C,(y) that 
C,(Y) = 23 x 4 . ‘3’ Thus u,, contains an E, distinct from I? So, o0 s EG4 . 
Also G,(,~,)(Y) C (uo 9 Y>. 
Let u = (U, ,y). Then U = C02(N1)(y)E1 a O,(N,). Now Nl = 
O,(N,) C,Jy). So i7g NI . As y(l, F) is central in N,/(t, F), (y, t, F) d Nl . 
Let ATI = NJ(y, t, F). Then 0~ Ee4 and Fiji= Z, x GL(3,2). Write 
8 = oI x rj,f with i?I a GL(3,2)-invariant E8 . Then if & is an involution 
in the coset l$% for some 71 E fiI’, then fi w f*S. This proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 6.6. f $i 02(G). 
Proof. Let To _C T with F0 E Syl,(flI’). By Corollary 6.3, f G n To = O. By 
Lemma 6.5, if tl E tG n fT, , then t, N t, EfSn where S, = S n To . By 
Lemma 6.4, tG n fS’,, = pi. Thus tG n fT, = D. Now by the Thompson’ 
Transfer Lemma, f $ 02(G). 
It now follows that G has a subgroup G, of index 2 with CGo(t) G 2 . HIS * 2 
and t $ Z(G,,). Thus G0 is of type F5 and G is of type AutF, , a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of our main theorem. 
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